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Transferring Hazardous chemicals 
The purposes of this safety note is to highlight the requirements for transferring hazardous chemicals 

within UQ.  A chemical transfer is where a hazardous chemical is provided to a different group and a change 

in ownership takes place.   

Background 
The university is a highly collaborative workplace with a diverse range of research activities.  As a 

consequence, hazardous chemicals are used and stored in many areas across the university.  Procurement 

of chemicals can be costly and time consumming and a desired chemical may be readily available for 

transfer from a different work area within the university.  The pace of research can often be expedited by 
internal chemical transfers however there are a range of requirements that must be considered (prior to 

transferring a chemical) to ensure chemicals are managed appropriately. 

 
The primary requirement for transferring a hazardous chemical is that both the Supervisor of the worksite 

(laboratory, workshop etc) transferring the chemical and the Supervisor of the worksite receiving the 

chemical have approved the transfer of the chemical.  In doing this both Supervisors need to ensure 

appropriate chemical management practices will be in place.   

 

Considerations for Transferring Hazardous Chemicals 
Consideration of the below issues must occur before a chemical is transferred. 

1. Are there any regulatory requirements to transferring or possessing this chemical (i.e. is this a 

regulated substance)? 

a. Conduct a Chemwatch search and determine if a flag appears in the Tags column to 

identify if the chemical is regulated (i.e. is this a chemical of security concern, or a 

restricted carcinogen?)  To determine the regulatory requirements for a “Tagged 

chemical” consult a HSW staff member. 

2. Are there appropriate controls in place at the worksite for storing and using this chemical?  

Examples include (but are not limited to): 
a. Dangerous Goods cabinets or spark free fridges 

b. Engineering Controls such as Fume cupboards 

c. Appropriate Spill kits and First Aid provisions 

3. Are UQ personnel sufficiently trained to handle the chemical? 

a. Supervisors need to ensure UQ personnel handling chemicals have had sufficient 

training and are competent to handle the chemical. 
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Prior to transferring the chemical an approved risk assessment should be completed in UQ-Safe and the 

chemical inventorys of both area may need to be updated.  If this is a chemical that has been synthesised 

at UQ and does not have a Safety Data Sheet (SDS) available from within Chemwatch then a SDS (for a 

research chemical) should also be provided to the transferree (see below for SDS information). 

Safety Data Sheets  
 
Safety data sheets for novel chemicals synthesised at UQ should:  
(a) be in English; and  

(b) state the name, Australian address and business telephone number of— (i) the manufacturer, who 

must be resident in Australia; and  
(c) state that full identification or hazard information is not available for the chemical 

 

In addition it should contain: 

• the chemical identity or structure of the chemical (as far as is reasonably practicable); and  

• state any known or suspected hazards and any precautions that a person using, handling or 

storing the chemical must take to the extent that the precautions have been identified. 

 

Resources  
• UQ PPL 

• Chemwatch 

• Managing Risks of Hazardous Chemicals in the Workplace Code of Practice  

• Work Health and Safety Regulation 2011 

Additional Information 
For further information, contact a HSW team member or email sciohs@uq.edu.au 
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